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ABSTRACT
As earth observation satellites, Diwata microsatellites need to have a high degree of target pointing accuracy.
Additionally, being in low orbit, they could experience strong external disturbances. Current methods for
attitude control have proven to be effective. However, they are prone to changes in control and mass
parameters. In this paper, we explore using Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) for attitude control. This
paper also leverages on Diwata’s simulator, MATA: Mission, Attitude, and Telemetry Analysis (MATA)
software, in training the RL agent. We implemented two RL algorithms: Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) and Soft Actor-Critic (SAC). We then simulated different scenarios and compared the performance
of these algorithms to that of Diwata’s current attitude controller, the Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) control. Our results show that reinforcement learning can outperform traditional controllers in terms
of settling time, overshoot, and stability. The results of this research will help solve problems in conventional
attitude controllers and enable satellite engineers to design a better Attitude Determination and Control
System (ADCS).
INTRODUCTION

tive in complex decision making problems in which
an agent learns from its environment then predicts
the next action that it needs to perform. Most satellite attitude control algorithms using RL use discrete control action spaces.1, 2, 5 For this research,
we explore the continuous action space to mimic
real-valued telemetry data of the satellite. Two reinforcement learning algorithms are explored for attitude control: Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)6
and Soft Actor-Critic (SAC).7 These algorithms are
known to perform well in continuous control problems. The reinforcement algorithms are then compared to Diwata’s current PID control.
The Diwata satellites use reaction wheels for fine
attitude control. Hence, the speeds of the four reaction wheels of the satellite are used as the action
space of the reinforcement learning algorithms. In
order to train and evaluate these algorithms, we
use the Mission, Attitude, and Telemetry Analysis (MATA) software. The MATA simulation software is designed from the mathematical model and
telemetry data of the Diwata satellites.8
In summary, the main contributions of this paper
are the following:

Diwata satellites are the Philippine’s earth observation microsatellites that undertake scientific missions related to weather observation, environmental
monitoring, and disaster mitigation. As earth observation satellites, there is a need to have a high degree
of target pointing accuracy. However, Diwata satellites have low orbits and would experience relatively
strong external disturbances from the sun and the
earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere compared to
satellites in higher orbits. Satellite operators would
need to determine the optimal parameters and commands for accurate target pointing.
The Diwata microsatellites currently use the
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller
for attitude control which has proven to be effective
in stable environments. However, PID controllers
for satellites are highly dependent on its mass parameters.1, 2 Other traditional controllers like the
backstepping control and fuzzy control have similar
problems.1–4 A sudden change in the control parameters caused by the deployment of a solar panel or
booms and other unpredictable disturbances in the
satellite would result in inaccurate attitude. With
the rise in popularity of using machine learning in
autonomous control, we explore a new attitude controller using Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL).
Reinforcement learning has proven to be effecTan

• implementation of two deep reinforcement
learning algorithms for continuous attitude
control using the reaction wheel speed as action space
1
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• development and utilization of MATA simulator for reinforcement learning environment

Meanwhile, fine attitude control of small satellites is usually done using reaction wheels (RW). Reaction wheels are momentum exchange devices commonly used for fine attitude control in small satellites requiring a high degree of pointing accuracy.
Because the RWs operate mainly on smaller torque
values (typically around 0.01 to 1 Nm), they are
desirable actuators for spacecraft systems requiring
small control steps.
A reaction wheel is basically a symmetric component consisting of an electrical motor with a flywheel attached to the rotor. The spin of this flywheel produces an angular momentum with respect
to the RW’s rotation axis. However, since the RW is
part of the satellite’s body, the angular momentum
of the entire spacecraft is conserved. This conservation of momentum is ultimately manifested through
a change in the spacecraft’s orientation.
As an actuator, a RW can be characterized
through the rotation rate (ωrw ) of its flywheel and
the moment of inertia (Irw ) about the spin axis. For
the simulation environment used in this paper, the
following typical values are used:

• a comparison and analysis of attitude control
performance between the RL algorithms and
Diwata’s PID control in different scenarios
BACKGROUND
This section discusses the satellite’s dynamics
and kinematics, the MATA simulation software, and
the reinforcement learning algorithms.
Satellite Dynamics, Kinematics, and Control
The satellite dynamics is simulated using the
time derivative of the rotation rate vector ω
~˙ , based
8
on the rigid body equation:



ω
~˙ = I −1 T~c + T~d − (~
ω × Iω
~) − ω
~ × ~hrw
(1)
where I is the moment of inertia matrix, T~c the
control torque imparted by the attitude controller,
T~d the environmental disturbance torques (the gravity gradient and atmospheric drag are considered),
ω
~ the rotation rate vector, and ~hrw the angular momentum vector of the reaction wheels. The rotation
rate, ω
~ , is continuously calculated using the LocalVertical Local-Horizontal (LVLH) frame. The satellite attitude, q~e , is then updated until it reaches the
target quaternion, q~t .
Satellite kinematics describes the rotation of the
satellite without considering external forces. For this
research, the kinematics represented by the attitude
quaternion is expressed in the following equation:9


1
Ωt q(0)
(2)
q(t) = exp
2

• rotation rate: ωrw ∈ [−1500, 1500]rev/min
• moment of inertia: Irw = 4.67 × 10−4 kg · m/s2
In theory, a minimum of three RWs is required to
achieve three-axis stabilization of the satellite. However, in practice, a fourth RW is usually included to
provide additional torque, but mainly to introduce
a redundancy should one of the units fail.
In the satellite system considered in the simulation environment, the RWs are arranged such that
each affects two axes. Mathematically, the effect of
each reaction wheel on the body frame can be expressed through the RW alignment matrix, Arw . For
this satellite system, a 3x4 matrix is used as the Arw
to represent each of the four RWs.
Ultimately, attitude control aims to minimize the
perceived error towards achieving a desired orientation (e.g., pointing towards a certain point on the
earth’s surface). In terms of using RWs for attitude
control, this refers to using an algorithm that utilizes the error variable, Arw , and ωrw to come up
with the right control torque vector, T~c,rw .
In traditional small satellites, including the
one referred to in this paper, attitude is controlled using the well-known Proportional-IntegralDifferential (PID) control algorithm, which can be
expressed in vector form as
Z
d
~
~
~
~
(7)
Tc = Kp (er) + Kd (er) + Ki (er)dt
dt

The kinematics equation can be expanded to:9, 10
  


qx
c
n3 s −n2 s n1 s qx,0
qy  −n3 s


c
n1 s n2 s
 =
 qy,0 
(3)
qz   n2 s −n1 s
c
n3 s qz,0 
qs
−n1 s −n2 s −n3 s
c
qs,0
where:


1
k~
ω kt
c = cos
2


1
s = sin
k~
ω kt
2
ni =
Tan

wi
, i = x, y, z
k~
ωk

(4)

(5)
(6)
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If we take the error (er) variable from equation 7
as an error quaternion ~qerror which is the difference
between the current attitude, ~qe , and the target attitude, ~qt , expressed as


~v
~qerror = err = ~qe−1 ~qt
(8)
rerr

MATA Simulation Software
The Mission, Attitude, and Telemetry Analysis
(MATA) software is a simulation and visualization
tool which can be used by satellite operators and
engineers to read or generate telemetry data.8 It
can also be used in a Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL)
mode to test hardware components of an engineering model. Fig. 1 shows the interface of the MATA
simulation software.

the PD control equation can then be derived and
rewritten as:11
T~c = 2 Kp ~verror rerror + Kd ω
~

(9)

Due to constraints in the resources of the satellite’s onboard computing, the control implemented
in the satellite is reduced to PD. This is also taken
to be true for the simulation system. This limitation
is addressed by the addition of a separate system for
managing the steady-state error that should have
been controlled by the integral constant.
The job of the satellite’s onboard computer responsible for attitude control is then simplified to
calculate the reaction wheel’s future value to achieve
the desired target orientation. The next value of the
reaction wheel rotation speed, ω
~ rwi ,next , is derived
from the control torque T~c .
T~c is then decomposed to the torque contribution of each RW using the reaction wheel alignment
matrix Arw mentioned earlier through ATc →Trw , derived from minimizing an optimizing criterion and
the alignment matrix of the satellite (see Sec. 7.3.4
of 11 ). The optimizing criterion can be selected to be
the norm of the individual RW torques, expressed as
a Hamiltonian function:8
H=

4
X

2
Trw
i

Figure 1: MATA Simulator8
The MATA simulator serves as the training environment of the RL agent since it can simulate
satellite dynamics and generate telemetry data of
Diwata microsatellites. The simulator was developed in the Unity game engine. With this engine,
the researchers leveraged on using Unity’s Machine
Learning Agents (ML-Agents) Toolkit12 for training
reinforcement learning algorithms.

Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is an area of machine
learning where an agent learns by interacting with its
environment.13 It is usually formulated as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) which consists of an environmental state S, action space A, state-action transition dynamics T (st+1 |st , at ), and reward function
R(st , at ).5, 13 At every time step, the agent gathers
the observation/environmental states. It then selects the optimal action depending on the calculated
reward. The goal of reinforcement learning is to find
the optimal policy which maximizes the reward.4, 13
For the attitude control system, the agent is the
satellite and the training environment for our research is the MATA simulator. Given a set of observations from the MATA simulator, the satellite predicts the reaction wheels speed to accomplish the
target attitude and stability as shown in Fig. 2.
The attitude control system is trained on the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)6 and the Soft Actor
Critic (SAC) algorithms.7

(10)

i=1

ATc →Trw can be expressed as a 3×4 matrix translating the satellite’s control torque and individual
RW control torques as:8




Trw1
Tc,x
Trw2 
Tc,y 




(11)
Trw3  = ATc →Trw Tc,z 
Trw4
0
From the derived RW torque values, the corresponding required RW rotation rate can be obtained
from the Irw . This process presents the problem of
having to optimize the Kp and Kd gains to achieve an
optimal response. This approach is also susceptible
to changes in assumed values (i.e., usually derived
from CAD model) for Irw , Arw , and even Isat , which
might change during the course of the spacecraft’s
life cycle.
Tan
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the estimated advantage function, and  a hyperparameter.6, 15
Soft-Actor Critic (SAC)
On the other hand, SAC is an off-policy algorithm which is able to reuse previously collected
data.14 Because of this capability, SAC is sample efficient and can maximize the entropy of the
policy.7, 14 With high entropy, the agent is encouraged to do more explorations. The entropy objective
function of the algorithm is given by:7, 14

Figure 2: Overview of Attitude Control System using Reinforcement Learning
Both RL algorithms are policy-gradient, actorcritic methods. A policy-gradient method explicitly
updates the policy πθ in every time step. The equations below show a general objective function for the
policy-gradient method and its gradient computation.14, 15
X

J(θ) = Eπθ
R(st , at )
(12)

J(θ) =

∇θ J(θ) = Eπθ



∇θ logπθ (at |st ) R(τ )

Eπθ [R(st , at ) + αH(πθ (·|st ))]

(18)

t=1

where H is the entropy function and α the temperature parameter which controls the stochasticity
of the policy.18 To the best of our knowledge, this
research is the first to experiment on using the SAC
algorithm to satellite attitude control.

t

 X
T

T
X

(13)

t=1

METHODOLOGY

In an actor-critic method, the critic updates the
action-value Qπ (s, a) or state-value V π (s) functions.
The equations for these functions are shown below.
Equation 16 is the advantage function which measures how good the action is compared to the average actions of the given state.15 The actor then
updates the policy in the direction calculated by the
critic.14
h
i
X
Qπ (s, a) =
Eπθ R(st , at )|s, a
(14)

The formalization of the reinforcement learning
problem for satellite attitude control is presented in
this section.
State and Action Spaces
The goal of the satellite agent is to stabilize at its
target orientation. For this research, the state vec~ wbr}
~ where ~qerror
tor is defined as st = {~qerror , wbi,
~ the rotation rate of the
is the error quaternion, wbi
~
satellite with respect to the inertial frame, and wbr
the rotation rate of the satellite with respect to the
reference frame.
The action space, at = {RW 1, RW 2, RW 3, RW 4},
is the four reaction wheel speeds of the Diwata satellites. The reaction wheel’s maximum speeds are set
to 1500 rpm. Additionally, the maximum ∆RW
speed is set to 10 rpm.
A single pass for Diwata satellites is around 6 10 minutes.19 For this research, the maximum 10
minute pass is simulated per episode. Initial parameters per episode are then randomized in order to
simulate different scenarios of a satellite pass. Table
1 shows the limits of the parameters set per episode.
The target rotation is randomized per episode while
the target rotation rates are set to zero.

t

V π (s) =

X

h
i
Eπθ R(st , at )|s

(15)

t

Aπ (s, a) = Qπ (s, a) − V π (s)

(16)

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
PPO is one of the most popular RL algorithms
for UAV attitude control because of its great performance and computational simplicity.15, 16 Recently,
it has also gained attraction in spacecraft attitude
control.5, 17 PPO is an on-policy algorithm which
updates the policy in ”real-time”. This algorithm
maximizes the objective function:6
J CLIP (θ) = Êt [min(rt (θ)Ât , clip(rt (θ), 1−, 1+)Ât )]
(17)
where θ is the policy parameter, rt the ratio of
the probability between the new and old policies, Ât
Tan

Table 1: Initial Parameters for Each Episode
4
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Training Results
Parameter

Description

Bounds of Initial
Conditions

qe
~

Rotation from the Reference Frame to the
Body Frame

±360◦

~
qt

Target Rotation

±360◦

~
wbi

Rot. Rate of the Sat.
Body wrt the Inertial
Frame

±10◦ /s

~
wbr

Rot. Rate of the Sat.
Body wrt the Reference Frame

±10◦ /s

As shown in Fig. 3, the SAC algorithm achieved
a higher cumulative reward (≈ 450) than the PPO
(≈ 410). SAC’s ability to reuse previously collected
data enabled it to become more sample efficient,
hence, faster convergence. SAC reached convergence
around 15M steps while the PPO needed 30M steps
to achieve convergence. Based on the training curves
below, SAC is the best RL algorithm for attitude
control in terms of the reward function. A possible
future work in training RL algorithms for attitude
control is the exploration of other observation states.
A reduction of observation states could improve the
cumulative reward and achieve faster convergence.15
Another possible future work is to train the satellite
agent without reward engineering.

Reward Function
The reward function for this research is influenced by Deep Mimic’s velocity reward.20 It is
an exponential function which gives the agent more
rewards when it is near the target. The satellite
agent’s reward function consists of two components:
the quaternion reward and the rotation rate reward
as shown in the equations below. Both components
use Euclidean distance to measure the error quaternion and rotation rates. Instead of using the sum
of the two rewards, the total reward is their product. This would help the agent to maximize the
reward12 and make sure that the target quaternion
and the target rotation rate are achieved at the same
time. The agent is given an additional reward when
qerror < 0.1◦ , which makes sure the satellite stays
on target during the pass.
Qreward = exp[−0.1(k~qtarget − ~qk)]

(19)

Wreward = exp[−0.1(kw
~ target − wk)]
~

(20)

Rewardtotal = Qreward ∗ Wreward

(21)

Figure 3: Cumulative Reward of the RL Algorithms during Training for 30M Steps

Implementation Details
Case Studies

For fair comparison of the two RL algorithms,
the following hyperparameters were set during the
agent’s training: batch size = 512, initial learning
rate = 0.0001, 2 hidden layers with 128 neurons,
and a discount factor of 0.995. The agent’s training
ends after 30M timesteps. The RL algorithms are
implemented in Unity ML-Agents with Tensorflow
as backend using a computer with i9 CPU, 32GB
RAM, and NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPU.

To test the control performance of the satellite
agent, different scenarios were simulated using the
MATA simulator. The performance plots are presented in each scenario and the following quantitative metrics are utilized: settling time15 (time it
takes the agent to settle within 2% the target values), overshoot15, 16 (the peak value represented as
a percentage relative to the steady state error), and
stability16 (the root mean square error which shows
how stable the response is after the settling time).
For consistency, the following initial parameters
are set for the comparison of the RL algorithms
and Diwata’s PID controller: qe
~ = h30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ i,
◦
◦
◦
◦
~ = h0.1 /s, 1◦ /s, 2◦ /si, and
q~t = h0 , 0 , 0 i, wbi
~ = h0.1◦ /s, 1◦ /s, 2◦ /si.
wbr

EVALUATION
This section discusses the results for the RL experiments. The comparison of the two RL algorithms is first presented. An evaluation of different case studies for the attitude controllers is then
demonstrated.
Tan
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Scenario 1: Diwata 2

Scenario 2: Diwata 2 Configuration with Deployed Solar Panels and Antenna

The satellite agent is trained using Diwata 2’s stowed inertia matrix,
I
=
diag(1.977, 2.032, 2.232) kg · m2 . Hence, the stowed
configuration of the Diwata 2 satellite (as shown
in Fig. 4) would serve as baseline scenario for the
attitude controllers. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the
control performance plots for Diwata 2’s attitude
angles and rotation rates, respectively.

The second scenario is a simulation of the deployment of the solar panels and antenna of Diwata 2 as shown in Fig. 7. This simulation would
test the performance of the attitude controllers to
disturbances and changes in inertia matrix. The
inertia matrix of Diwata 2 would change to I =
diag(0.950, 0.920, 0.970) kg · m2 after deployment.
The deployment starts at 300 s as shown in the plots
of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

Figure 4: Diwata 2 Stowed Configuration21
Figure 7: Diwata 2 Deployed Configuration21
As shown in Table 2, the algorithm which
achieved the fastest settling time is the SAC algorithm with an average of 87 s. The PID controller
achieved an average of 158 s while the worst performing algorithm, PPO, has an average of 224 s
settling time. Meanwhile, in terms of stability, SAC
has the lowest stability metric for attitude angles.
On the other hand, the PID control has the lowest
stability metric for rotation rate. Additionally, the
SAC controller has the smallest overshoot for attitude angles while the PID has the smallest overshoot
for rotation rate.
Overall, the PPO is the worst performing algorithm for the Diwata 2 stowed configuration. Moreover, the SAC algorithm is comparable to the PID
controller in terms of stability. For this scenario,
SAC is the fastest attitude controller.

Table 3 shows the evaluation metrics for the deployed configuration. The overshoot metric is measured after the 300 s deployment to test the robustness of the attitude controllers to sudden disturbances. For this scenario, the PPO is the fastest
and has the smallest overshoot. Meanwhile, the SAC
and the PID is the most stable in terms of the attitude angles and rotation rate, respectively. The
PPO algorithm is more robust to sudden disturbance
because of its ”realtime” policy update.
Table 3: Evaluation Metrics for Diwata 2 Deployed Configuration (at t = 300 s)

Table 2: Evaluation Metrics for Diwata 2

Metrics

PPO

SAC

PID

Set.
Time (s):
Attitude Angles

221

381

421

Set.
Time (s):
Rot. Rate

250

400

350

Stability (rms):
Attitude Angles

0.81182

0.58237

0.96761

Metrics

PPO

SAC

PID

Set.
Time (s):
Attitude Angles

221

85

169

Stability (rms):
Rot. Rate

0.00901

0.00536

0.00333

Set.
Time (s):
Rot. Rate

228

89

147

Overshoot (%):
Attitude Angles

5.37351

75.6646

16.7054

Stability (rms):
Attitude Angles

0.49885

0.23026

0.42607

Overshoot
Rot. Rate

4.71183

25.2574

16.2846

Stability (rms):
Rot. Rate

0.00409

0.00193

0.00153

Overshoot (%):
Attitude Angles

155.024

8.71910

18.9224

Overshoot
Rot. Rate

26.8821

20.2030

11.2179

Tan

(%):

(%):

Scenario 3: Diwata 1 (Similar Flight Heritage and Mass with Diwata 2)
The third scenario demonstrates that RL algorithms still work well without re-tuning the param6
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Figure 5: Control Performance for Diwata 2’s Attitude Angle

Figure 6: Control Performance for Diwata 2’s Rotation Rate
Tan
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Figure 8: Control Performance for Diwata 2’s Attitude Angle with Deployed Configuration

Figure 9: Control Performance for Diwata 2’s Rotation Rate with Deployed Configuration
Tan
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was used by Elkins et al.5, 25 for their RL experiments. The authors only provided the inertia matrix: I = diag(0.872, 0.115, 0.797) kg · m2 .25 Hence,
the simulation environment of the last scenario for
this research does not represent the actual behaviour
of the satellite. The last scenario is a demonstration
how the attitude controllers can still perform even if
they are trained with a different flight heritage and
mass properties. The PID controller for this scenario
was re-tuned so it can reach the target attitude angles and rotation rate. However, it does not reflect
the actual on-board controller used by LM 50.

eters. The Diwata 1 satellite (as shown in Fig. 10),
which has a similar flight heritage with Diwata 2,
is utilized for this scenario. Both satellites have
four reaction wheels in their attitude control systems.22, 23 Diwata 1 is 50 kg satellite22 while Diwata
2 is a 56 kg satellite.23 The inertia matrix of Diwata
1 is I = diag(1.098, 0.749, 0.814) kg · m2 .

Figure 10: Diwata 1 Model
As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the RL algorithms can still achieve the target attitude angles
and rotation rate without retraining or re-tuning the
parameters of the algorithms. The PID controller for
this scenario was re-tuned to demonstrate how the
untuned RL algorithms perform against Diwata 1’s
actual on-board attitude controller. Table 4 shows
that the SAC algorithm is the fastest controller and
has the smallest overshoot. The PID controller for
this scenario is the most stable

Figure 13: LM50 Model5, 25
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the control performance plots for LM 50’s attitude angles and rotation rates, respectively. It can be seen that the controllers for the LM 50 has a longer settling time than
the Diwata satellites. Table 5 shows that the SAC
algorithm is still the fastest algorithm among the attitude controllers. Furthermore, it is the most stable
and has the smallest overshoot.

Table 4: Evaluation Metrics for Diwata 1

Table 5: Evaluation Metrics for LM 50

Metrics

PPO

SAC

PID

Metrics

PPO

SAC

PID

Set.
Time (s):
Attitude Angles

128

60

126

Set.
Time (s):
Attitude Angles

250

150

200

Set.
Time (s):
Rot. Rate

138

71

134

Set.
Time (s):
Rot. Rate

250

175

200

Stability (rms):
Attitude Angles

1.21973

0.31388

0.19524

Stability (rms):
Attitude Angles

2.60921

0.49835

0.54162

Stability (rms):
Rot. Rate

0.00781

0.00586

0.00392

Stability (rms):
Rot. Rate

0.00654

0.00313

0.00355

Overshoot (%):
Attitude Angles

54.9796

2.08016

17.3205

Overshoot (%):
Attitude Angles

36.0648

2.65233

64.1698

Overshoot
Rot. Rate

24.9663

8.55225

35.4689

Overshoot
Rot. Rate

46.1414

19.2666

120.238

(%):

Scenario 4: LM 50 (Different Flight Heritage
and Mass with Diwata satellites)

Overall Results
As shown in the previous section, SAC is the
fastest attitude controller when no sudden disturbances occur. It is also comparable with the PID

LM 50 is a nano-satellite bus system weighing
10 - 100 kg.24 As shown in Fig. 13, this satellite
Tan

(%):
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Figure 11: Control Performance for Diwata 1’s Attitude Angle

Figure 12: Control Performance for Diwata 1’s Rotation Rate

Tan
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Figure 14: Control Performance for LM 50’s Attitude Angle

Figure 15: Control Performance for LM 50’s Rotation Rate
Tan
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controller in terms of the stability and overshoot
metrics. The case studies also showed that PPO
has the worst performing metrics, however, it is the
most resilient to sudden disturbances.
The case studies only showed scenarios with fixed
initial parameters. To get a general overview of the
performance of the attitude controllers, additional
evaluation was implemented. For the overall evaluation, the Diwata 2 satellite was utilized. The initial
~ and wbr,
~ were randomized
parameters, qe,
~ q~t, wbi,
for each episode. Similar with training the agent,
the target rotation rates for evaluation were set to
zero. The metrics used for the overall evaluation
are the following: minimum error angle, minimum
rotation rate, and the times when the minimum error angles and rotation rate occurred. Table 6 shows
the average evaluation metrics for 5000 episodes. To
asses which attitude controllers perform statistically
better, a pair-wise post-hoc Conover-Inman test is
implemented.26 Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the boxplots for the statistical test. Same colored box-plots
indicate that the metrics are not statistically significant. It can be seen that the SAC and PID controllers are comparable in terms of the minimum error angle. The results also show that the PID and
PPO are comparable in terms of the time the rotation rate reaches its minimum. Overall, SAC is the
best performing algorithm in terms of reaching the
minimum error angles and rotation rates. It is also
consistent with the case studies that the SAC is the
fastest attitude controller.

attitude target, the best RL algorithm is the SAC.
It is also the most comparable algorithm with the
PID controller in terms of stability.
A RL algorithm with the combined features of
PPO and SAC can be explored for future work. The
researchers would also explore RL algorithms without reward engineering. Reward functions vary in
different works for attitude control. If the agent
could predict without relying on rewards, a more
generalized satellite agent can be developed. Furthermore, the researchers would investigate how to
implement and test these RL algorithms in an engineering model.
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